THE OCTAVIA – BEAUTIFULLY COMPELLING

Sharper, smarter and more striking, the OCTAVIA provides the compelling drive you expect with intelligent enhancements that surprise at every turn. From the outside, the powerful exterior styling and crystalline touches set the scene, while inside the smart connectivity features and safety assistant systems leave an equally strong first impression. The result is a car that catches the eye, delivers connected technology and is simply fun to drive.
BOLDLY AHEAD OF THE CURVE

The exterior of the OCTAVIA is unquestionably modern, yet unmistakably timeless too. Its precise lines stand out, while the bold grille, distinctive bonnet and expressive LED lights command attention.

FRONT LIGHT SYSTEM
This adaptive system adjusts light intensity to match the conditions, providing a wider lighting field for city driving and a longer reach for motorways. When oncoming traffic is detected, it automatically adjusts to prevent dazzling others.

PANORAMIC SUNROOF
This electrically adjustable panoramic sunroof and blind provides extra sunlight and fresh air at the simple touch of a button. Only available on the Estate.

REAR LED LIGHTS
Designed to be seen in every sense, these rear LED lights feature ŠKODA’s distinctive C-shape crystalline style with their prominent and eye-catching multi-faceted finish.
While style and functionality are essential in a car’s interior, above all, it needs to be welcoming. It’s why the interior of the OCTAVIA is as inviting as it is intuitive.

VIRTUAL COCKPIT
10.25” digital display which replaces the traditional instrument dials and can be customised with 5 views (Classic, Basic, Extended, Modern and Sports)

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS
The infotainment system enables different drivers to save their individual preferences, from seat positioning and driving mode to the choice of music on the radio, all determined by which key the driver uses.

LED INTERIOR LIGHT PACK
Selecting the OCTAVIA’s LED ambient lighting is anything but a black and white decision. From the understated to the bold, 10 colour options are available.
CONNECTIVITY TO GO WHEREVER YOU GO

By enabling you to be fully online on the move, the OCTAVIA helps you stay connected wherever your journey takes you. Thanks to its smart assistance systems, you’ll also know the best places to park, shortcuts to take and routes to avoid.

SMARTLINK+
SmartLink+ enables you to connect your smartphone through the infotainment system with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ as standard across the range.

NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The Columbus satellite navigation with 9.2" touchscreen display and integrated Wi-Fi will get you from A to B, but why stop there? With its Bluetooth®, SmartLink+ and Wi-Fi capability, it offers more connectivity on-the-go.

CANTON SOUND SYSTEM
Premium German sound engineering, tailor-made to your OCTAVIA. The CANTON Sound System delivers powerful clarity from 10 speakers around the car.
STAY CONNECTED

The new ŠKODA Connect system turns the OCTAVIA into a fully interconnected car. Infotainment Online provides satellite navigation, traffic reports and calendar updates.

With Proactive Services the car will contact your ŠKODA Retailer to arrange a service. Finally, Emergency Call will contact the emergency services in the event of an accident to get you the help you need.
A LOAD OFF YOUR MIND

Each OCTAVIA model may have its own distinct personality, yet all share one thing in common – generous space. With the rear seats folded, the Estate offers an impressive 1,740 litres, while the Hatch offers 1,580 litres. That means ample room for everything you need.
In a car packed with intelligent driver systems and design features, we’ve made sure to leave plenty of room for space too. The luggage capacity can be enhanced thanks to a host of clever design features that increase practicality.

**MORE LEGROOM, HEADROOM AND ELBOW ROOM**

**REMOTE FOLDING SEATS**
A remote lever makes easy work of gaining extra space, by automatically folding the rear seat backrests.

**SPACIOUS STORAGE**
Several spacious storage compartments have been included, one of which can also be air-conditioned, making it perfect for transporting chilled refreshments.

**CARGO ELEMENTS**
Stop your luggage going on any unplanned journeys with these two plastic cargo elements with Velcro® fastener.

**JUMBO BOX**
Useful storage for your gadgets, house keys and books, the jumbo box also features climate control to keep snacks cool on warm days.
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BOOT
Gain instant entry to the boot by simply pressing the button on the remote control, centre console or directly on the boot.

IT’S NOT ALWAYS ABOUT THE BIG IDEA
At ŠKODA, we’re just as focused on the little thoughtful touches that make your life easier.

LED TORCH
Always ready to shed some light on your OCTAVIA Estate, this removable LED torch recharges while the engine is running.

REAR-VIEW CAMERA
Located on the boot handle, the rear-view camera makes light work of reverse parking, with an integrated washer to keep obstacles visible.

UMBRELLA STORAGE
A spot of rain will never dampen your spirits again thanks to the umbrella located under the passengers seat.

FUEL DOOR
With fuel-fill protection, you’ll never load up with the wrong fuel again. You’ll also find a handy ice scraper on the fuel door for those frosty mornings.
MORE EYES ON THE ROAD

Safety is firmly in the driving seat, thanks to the active and passive driver assistance systems, which allow you to instantly respond to whatever comes your way.

AUTO LIGHT ASSIST
Safer for you, kinder to others. With Auto Light Assist the OCTAVIA can switch to high beam and back automatically, ensuring optimum visibility without dazzling oncoming traffic.

PARK ASSIST
This function removes the stress of bay and parallel parking by identifying if the parking spot is big enough before automatically steering into the space.

BLIND SPOT DETECT
An extra set of eyes on the road that monitors the blind spots allowing you to manoeuvre safely.

FRONT ASSIST
WITH PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION
This system monitors the distance from the vehicle ahead, automatically braking to help avoid any collisions. Predictive Pedestrian Protection also helps to prevent accidents by reducing the car’s speed should someone unexpectedly cross your path.
Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
FUEL-EFFICIENT ENGINES
Whether you favour petrol or diesel, you’ll find a clever engine to suit.

DIRECT SHIFT GEARBOX (DSG)
DSG automatically adapts to your driving style, whilst taking road conditions into account. It reduces the strain on the engine and stress to the driver, by deciding when to change gear, leaving you free to concentrate on the journey.

DYNAMIC CHASSIS CONTROL
This feature lets you switch between four to five driving modes, giving you added comfort, power or grip, depending on the terrain.

HILL HOLD CONTROL
This clever feature automatically activates when the hill grade is higher than 5%, enabling you to set off smoothly without having to use the handbrake or worry about rolling backwards.

UNIQUELY ORIGINAL
BY DESIGN
In any family, there are always similarities and differences. It’s the same with the OCTAVIA range. All share the same reliability, yet every engine has its own distinct character.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
OCTAVIA S

Anything but standard, this entry-level trim is packed with features and thoughtful touches.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

WHEELS
> 16" ALCATRAS ALLOY WHEELS

EXTERIOR
> HALOGEN HEADLIGHTS WITH LED DAYTIME-RUNNING LIGHTS
> LED REAR LIGHTS (LOW FUNCTIONALITY)
> ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND HEATED DOOR MIRRORS
> REAR WINDOW WIPER
> BLACK ROOF RAILS (ESTATE ONLY)
> BODY COLOURED DOOR MIRRORS AND HANDLES

INTERIOR
> 3-SPOKE LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
> BLACK FABRIC UPHOLSTERY

SAFETY AND SECURITY
> AUTOMATIC POST COLLISION BRAKING SYSTEM
> REMOTE CENTRAL LOCKING

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
> BOLERO RADIO WITH 8" TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY
> SMARTLINK+ CONNECTIVITY
> DAB DIGITAL RADIO
> USB, SD CARD READER, BLUETOOTH®
> MULTIFUNCTION TRIP COMPUTER

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
> MANUAL AIR-CONDITIONING
RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

> REAR PARKING SENSORS
Rear parking sensors provide both audio and visual indication as to how close you are to approaching objects behind the vehicle, making reversing into that tricky space that little bit easier.

> BOOT NET PROGRAMME
Keep cargo and luggage strapped down and secure with this handy boot net, perfect for those winding roads.

> SIMPLY CLEVER PACKAGE INCLUDING DOUBLE-SIDED BOOT FLOOR, MEDIA HOLDER AND WASTE BIN
The double-sided boot floor features a rubber-coated side ensuring you never have to worry about muddy footwear again. The media holder and waste bin offer clever storage solutions to reduce cabin clutter.

> CRUISE CONTROL
Maintain a constant speed with cruise control, allowing you to concentrate on the road ahead.
OCTAVIA SE

Featuring impressive comfort enhancing features and intuitive driver assist systems, the SE adds further distinction to the car.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OVER S)

WHEELS
> 16" ILIAS ALLOY WHEELS

EXTERIOR
> FRONT FOG LIGHTS

INTERIOR
> 3-SPOKE LEATHER MULTIFUNCTION STEERING WHEEL

SAFETY AND SECURITY
> DRIVER FATIGUE SENSOR

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
> VOICE CONTROL
> DRIVER PERSONALISATION INCLUDING THREE KEYS*

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
> CRUISE CONTROL
> DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL WITH HUMIDITY SENSOR
> ACOUSTIC REAR PARKING SENSORS
> DRIVE MODE SELECT (ECO/COMFORT/SPORT/INDIVIDUAL)*
> REAR BACKREST RELEASE

*not available on 1.0 TSI

Models shown are not UK specification.
RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

> AMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH 8” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY AND INTEGRATED WI-FI
Adventure further with the Amundsen navigation system. Including an 8” screen, DAB, SmartLink+, USB, SD card reader, WLAN and Infotainment Online for one year.

> 17” TERON ALLOY WHEELS
Including anti-theft wheel bolts.

> HEATED FRONT SEATS
Keep warm in the winter months with three different levels of warmth.

> ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
Adapt your speed automatically with adaptive cruise control, maintaining a constant distance from the vehicle in front at speeds of 15mph or more.

> ACOUSTIC FRONT AND REAR PARKING SENSORS
Helping you to park in the most challenging of spaces, the front and rear parking sensors guide you both in and out of any parking position.
Effortlessly combining style with practicality, the SE L includes full LED headlights, enhanced touchscreen satellite navigation and microsuede and leather upholstery.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OVER SE)

WHEELS
> 17” TRIUS ALLOY WHEELS

EXTERIOR
> FULL LED HEADLIGHTS WITH LED DAYTIME-RUNNING LIGHTS
> INTELLIGENT LIGHT ASSISTANT WITH HIGH BEAM CONTROL
> FRONT FOG LIGHTS
> CHROME STRIP IN FRONT BUMPER
> PRIVACY GLASS

INTERIOR
> MICROSUEDE AND LEATHER UPHOLSTERY
> AUTO-DIMMING REAR VIEW MIRROR

SAFETY AND SECURITY
> FRONT ASSIST

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
> AMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH 8” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY AND INFOTAINMENT ONLINE (ONE YEAR)
> COLOUR MULTIFUNCTION TRIP COMPUTER

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
> ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE, HEATED AND FOLDABLE MIRRORS WITH BOARDING SPOTS
> UMBRELLA UNDER PASSENGER SEAT
> VARIABLE BOOT FLOOR (ESTATE ONLY)
**RECOMMENDED OPTIONS**

- **COLUMBUS SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH 9.2" TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY AND INTEGRATED WI-FI**
  The all-glass design of the 9.2" Columbus satellite navigation dominates the centre console, includes CD/DVD drive, 3D maps and POI information.

- **INTERIOR LIGHT PACK**
  Selecting the OCTAVIA’s LED ambient lighting is anything but a black and white decision with 10 colour options available.

- **18" ALARIS ALLOY WHEELS**
  Including anti-theft wheel bolts.

- **TRAILER ASSIST AND PARK ASSIST**
  In addition to Park Assist, Trailer Assist allows you to reverse manoeuvre safely whilst towing, turning the door mirror adjuster into a joystick to help you position the vehicle. Only available in combination with rear-view parking camera and tow bar.

- **HEATED MULTIFUNCTION STEERING WHEEL**
  An extra touch of luxury, heated multifunction steering wheel is available for the first time for OCTAVIA.
OCTAVIA SCOUT – PREPARED FOR ANYTHING

FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
The 4x4 system is designed to smoothly distribute the torque between front and rear axles automatically, to help maintain control and stability.

HEATED STEERING WHEEL
The perfect accompaniment for cold winter days. The leather multifunction steering wheel is heated at the touch of a button.

OFF-ROAD MODE
Downhill Assist enables you to maintain a consistent speed when tackling steep drops.

ROUGH ROAD PACKAGE
Take on every unbeaten path thanks to the robust front bumper and protective covers on the wheel arches, door sills and under the vehicle.

Designed for adventure, the OCTAVIA Scout doesn’t simply share your appetite for action, it encourages it. The exterior features ŠKODA’s crystalline styling, which is strengthened by protective exterior elements around the car. Inside you’ll find intelligent driver assist and connected systems that ensure you’re ready to tackle any terrain in style.
Designed for adventure, the OCTAVIA Scout doesn’t simply share your appetite for action, it encourages it. The exterior features ŠKODA’s crystalline styling, which is strengthened by protective exterior elements around the car. Inside you’ll find intelligent driver assist and connected systems that ensure you’re ready to tackle any terrain in style.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

> REAR VIEW PARKING CAMERA
Located on the boot handle, the rear-view camera makes reverse parking a walk in the park, with an integrated washer to keep obstacles visible.

> BLIND SPOT DETECTION
An extra set of eyes on the road that monitors the blind spots allowing you to manoeuvre safely.

> HEATED FRONT AND REAR SEATS
Keep warm in the winter months with three different levels of warmth.

> ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BOOT
Gain instant entry into the boot by simply pressing the button on the remote control, centre console or directly on the boot.

> TRAILER ASSIST
Trailer Assist allows you to reverse manoeuvre safely whilst towing, turning the door mirror adjuster into a joystick to help you position the vehicle.
OCTAVIA vRS
– A STATEMENT OF SPORTY INTENT
The OCTAVIA vRS's sporty chassis, exterior design and striking alloys all point towards power. This is a car that uniquely combines a dynamic driving experience with smart practicality.

REAR SPOILER
Available on the vRS Hatch, the boot spoiler increases the car’s stability.

EXHAUST PIPE
The chrome finish on the exhaust pipe end piece enhances the sporty look.

ALLOY WHEELS
Enhance the sportiness of the exterior with a choice of alloy wheels.

DOOR SILL STRIPS
Proof that practicality can still be striking, the door sill strips feature the vRS inscription to further enhance the car’s character.

PERFORMANCE MODE SELECT
Switch between driving modes to suit your needs, or change how the engine resonates throughout the cabin with the Performance Sound Generator.

VIRTUAL COCKPIT
Put all the information you need right in front of your eyes with the customisable 10.25” digital display. vRS models also features additional Sport design.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
OCTAVIA vRS

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

> CANTON SOUND SYSTEM
Premium German sound engineering, tailor-made to your OCTAVIA.
Includes digital equaliser and 10 speakers including a subwoofer in the boot.

> INTELLIGENT LIGHT ASSISTANT
Switch to high beam and back automatically, ensuring optimum visibility
without dazzling oncoming traffic.

> DYNAMIC CHASSIS CONTROL (DCC)
This feature lets you switch between five driving modes, giving you added
comfort, power or grip, depending on the terrain.

> KEYLESS ENTRY AND START/STOP
Lock and unlock your car without having to use the key. The key just needs to
be on your person to work. You can also start and stop the engine by pressing
a button rather than using an ignition key.

> BLIND SPOT DETECTION
An extra set of eyes on the road that monitors the blind spots allowing
you to manoeuvre safely.
OCTAVIA LAURIN & KLEMENT

An extravagant celebration of the past, present and future of ŠKODA, this luxury level offers style, sophistication and technology in equal measure.
TIME TO MAKE THINGS PERSONAL

With its dynamic lines, bold grille and crystalline influences, our designers have already left their mark on the OCTAVIA. Now it’s your turn to make a statement.

Whether adding more cutting-edge assist systems, increasing functionality or supersizing your alloys, with our handy online car configurator you can bring your vision to life in minutes.

Visit: skoda.co.uk/models/octavia and select Build Your Own to start creating.

For full technical specifications and pricing, speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer.

Models shown are not UK specification.
SOLID COLOUR

ENERGY BLUE

CANDY WHITE

CORRIDA RED

SPECIAL COLOURS

METALLICS

BRILLIANT SILVER

BLACK MAGIC PEARL-EFFECT

DENIM BLUE

RACE BLUE

MAPLE BROWN

MOON WHITE

QUARTZ GREY

CAPPUCCINO BEIGE

vRS COLOUR

vRS METALLIC

EXCLUSIVE COLOUR

METEOR GREY

RALLYE GREEN

VELVET RED

*Only available on vRS

Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary from those shown as print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours. Your ŠKODA Retailer will be pleased to advise you.
The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer who will be notified of any changes as they occur.
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